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Throughout the main office, the 
Marlowe company logo was 
incorporated into the design, 
defining walkways throughout 
the office and in open plan areas. 
Each carpet tile was lazer cut to 
the bespoke shape and installed 
seamlessly within the carpet.  
 
 In addition, our in-house fitters 
also installed safety flooring to 
the toilets and shower rooms, as 
well as an Altro sheet vinyl to the 
breakout and innovation suite. 

By collaborating with the client, 
a unique range of desking was 
specified which was different to 
the standard bench desking: a 
stylish, standalone desk range 

The completion of Marlowe Fire 
& Security fit-out showcases our 
ability to be flexible and work 
alongside other contractors onsite 
to ensure the service and finished 
product, fulfilled the clients’ 
vision. Cobus was awarded the 
flooring and furniture contracts. 

We worked closely alongside 
Marlowe and their designer to 
ensure the correct product was 
specified, in-budget. For the 
flooring, Desso AirMaster unique 
sustainable qualities lended itself 
to the project: it captures harmful, 
fine dust more effectively than any 
other flooring solution, playing a 
fundamental role in designing a 
healthy workplace. 
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with a bespoke leg design was 
delivered. 

Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we did face a massive supply 
chain challenge with the furniture, 
however the team at Cobus 
worked tirelessly to ensure that 
manufacturers where in place 
allowing us to deliver the same 
product as originally specified.
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“ As part of Marlowe Fire & Security
Group’s head office fit-out, we awarded 
Cobus with two significant parts of the 
fit-out contract.
Cobus initially undertook the flooring 
contact, to supply and fit a combination 
of carpet tile and vinyl flooring solutions. 
By assisting with product selection, 
Cobus worked with us to transform a 
modern graphic design scheme into 
reality.
The furniture contract followed, fending 
off significant competition, Cobus 
delivered a bespoke furniture solution 
which others could not match for style or 
price.
Against the backdrop of early COVID 
lockdown, Cobus did a fantastic job to 
keep things progressing despite industry-
wide supply chain challenges.
The whole Cobus team were an absolute 
pleasure to work with and I can not 
recommend them highly enough. They 
ticked all the boxes for us. You will not be 
disappointed.” 
 
 
Client quote
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t. 01452 418789
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We’d love to work with you too, 
whether that’s designing and 
installing your next interior project 
or supplying the furniture for your 
commercial, educational or social 
and living spaces. 

To discover more about how 
we’re changing people’s lives by 
transforming their interior spaces, 
contact: 01452 418789 or
hello@cobus-spaces.com. To see 
more inspiring spaces, visit 
cobus-spaces.com.


